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GUEaF STATES UTILITIES COMPANY
RIVER SEN0 6TATION POST OFFICE Box 220 St. FRANCISVILLE. LOUISlANA 70776

- AREA CODE 604 635 6094 346 8651

> May 2,1989
RBG- 30780

E File No. G9.5, G9.42

U.S.' Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control-Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:
. .

River Bend Station - Unit-1
Docket No. 50-458

Gulf States' Utilities .(GSU) Company hereby files an application' to-
amend the RiverfBend Station Unit 1 Technical Specifications,.-

Appendix A- to Faci 11ty 0perating License. NPF-47, pursuant to ~
10CFR50.90. -This application is. filed to revise the Action
requirements for . Technical Specification 3/4.8.1.1, AC-
Sources-Operating,,as discussed with the NRC Staff ..on November 1,
1988. ' Attachment 1_rto this letter and its Enclosure provide the
justifications and proposed revisions to the Technical Specifications..
Attachment 2 to this letter and i ts' Enclosure provide the
justifications and revised Bases.

Your prompt attention to this application is appreciated.

Sincerely,

Vs

J. E. Booker
Manager-River Bend Oversight
River Bend Nuclear Group
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cc: U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000'
Arlington, TX 76011

Mr. Walt Paulson, Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

NRC Resident Inspector
Post Office Box 1051
St. Francisville, LA 70775

Mr. William H. Spell, Administrator
Nuclear Energy Division
Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality
Post Office Box 14690
Baton Rouge, LA 70898
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
' NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

i

STATE OF LOUISIANA )

. PARISH OF WEST FELICIANA )
-Docket No. 50-458

In the Matter of )

GULF STATES UTILITIES COMPANY )
<

(River Bend Station - Unit 1)

AFFIDAVIT

J. E. ' Booker, being duly sworn, states that he is

Manager-River Bend Oversight for Gulf States Utilities

Company; that he is authorized on the part of said company to

sign and file with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission the

documents attached hereto; that he has read all of the j
Istatements contained in such documents attached thereto and

made a part thereof; and that all such statements made and

matters set forth therein are true and correct to the beat of

his knowledge, information and belief.

d. E Dn
k . E. BookerJ

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a Notary Public in.and

c;2 ^k dayfor the State and Parish above named, this of

M (Lto 19 N . My Commission expires with Life.,

A . NAD$s
,,

Notary Public in and for
IWest Feliciana Parish, Louisiana
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- ATTACMENT 'l-

GULF STATES UTILITIES COMPANY
' RIVER BEND STATION

DOCKET 50-458/ LICENSE NO. NPF-47

AC SOURCES - OPERATING

(88-017)

LICENSING DOCUMENT INVOLVED: Technical Specifications

-ITEMS: 3.8.1.I' Action a- PAGES: 3/4 8-1
Action b 3/4 8-1
Action c 3/4 8-2
Action d 3/4 8-2
Action e 3/4 8-2
Action f 3/4 8-2
Action g- 3/4 8-3

HEASON FOR REQUEST

A proposed change is being requested in accordance with 10CFR50.90 to the
above Action statements. These proposed changes will revise the required
actions to be taken in the event a diesel generator (DG) becomes inoperable
by:

1) adding a provision to allow verification that the cause of a DG being-
inoperable does not impact the operability of the operable DGs. This
will be allowed in lieu of starting and loading the operable DGs in
those cases when the cause of the DG inoperability can be verified
independently without starting and loading the DG,

2) deleting the word " preventive" to allow performing preplanned
corrective maintenance without requiring. the operable DGs to be
started and loaded, and

3) adding a provision to Action e to allow declaring the affected
equipment inoperable in lieu of always requiring a plant shutdown when
a required component becomes or is already inoperable.

load the
This proposed change will also delete the req)uirement to start andDGs in .the event an offsite AC circuit (s becomes inoperable. River Bend
Station (RBS) has previously incorporated the recommendations of Generic

. Letter.84-15.

As discussed with the NRC staff on November 1, 1988, these proposed changes
will increase DG reliability by reducing the stresses on the DGs caused by
unnecessary testing. This increased DG reliability will result in an overall
increase in plant. safety. The proposed. changes will also reduce unnecessary
plant shutdowns when safe continued operation would normally be allowed by
the current Technical Specification Action statements.

The BWR Owners Group-Technical Specification Committee has endorsed River
Bend Station as a lead plant for these concepts for inclusion in the industry
Restructured Technical Specification effort. Therefore, Gulf States
Utilities (GSU) requests this amendment be reviewed on a schedule consistent

'

with the support necessary for the industry Restructured Technical
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Specifications which. are currently scheduled to be submitted for NRC review I
Iin May 1989.

DESCRIPTION

As discussed in the Bases to Technical Specification 3.8.1.1, the operability
of the AC and DC power sources and associated distribution systems during
operation ensures that sufficient power will be available to supply the ;

safety related equipment required for the safe shutdown of the facility and :

the mitigation and control of accident conditions within the facility. The
minimum specified independent and redundant AC and DC power sources and
distribution systems satisfy the requirements of General' Design Criterion 17
of Appendix "A" to 10CFR50. The operability of the power sources is :

consistent with the initial condition assumptions of the safety analyses. and
is based upon maintaining operable at least Division I or II of the onsite AC-
and DC power sources and associated distribution systems during accident
. conditions coincident with an assumed loss of offsite power and single-
failure of an onsite AC or DC. source. These Bases go on to . state' that the o
Action requirements specified for the levels of degradation of the power. -- |

:sources provide a restriction upon continued facility operation commensurate.
with the level of degradation.

!

As discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.108, Revision 1, August 1977, the purposes
of the onsite electric power systems are: 1) to provide power promptly to
engineered safety features if a loss of offsite power and an accident occur
during the same time period, and 2) to provide power to equipment needed to j

maintain the plant in a safe condition if an extended loss of offsite power
occurs.

The following provides the justifications for each of the proposed changes:

1. Verification of the operability of the operable DGs - Actions b, c, d and <

9

The current Standard and RBS Technical Specifications require all operable
DGs -to be started and loaded to offsite power to demonstrate their
operability in the event any DG becomes inoperable due to any cause other
than preplanned preventive maintenance or testing. The intent of this
additional testing is, in part, to determine if a common mode failure exists
and, in part, to provide added assurance that the remaining operable DGs are

'capable of supplying emergency power.

These requirements cause unnecessary testing of the operable DGs when a DG is
declared inoperable due to an inoperability of support equipment that does
not require starting and loading of the inoperable DG to restore it to
operable status. Regulatory Guide 1.108 defines the diesel generator unit as
consisting of the engine, generator, combustion air system, cooling water
system up to.the supply, fuel oil supply system, lubricating oil system,
starting energy sources, auto start controls, manual controls and the DG
breaker. There are many potential failures of diesel generator subsystems
that could cause a DG to be declared inoperable and therefore, require all
operable DGs be demonstrated operable but do not require starting and loading
the inoperable DG to restore it to operable status.
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Inoperabilities of DGs caused by failures of equipment that are not part of
the defined diesel generator unit are categorized as invalid failures in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.108 since the failure would not have
prevented the .DG from performing its intended safety function in an
emergency. As such, they do not impact the Technical Specification
surveillance frequency of the DG that failed. Likewise, there should be no
reason to cause additional testing of operable DGs to determine if the same
invalid failure mode exists. Subjecting the operable DGs to increased
testing should not be required when a DG is declared inoperable because of a
component which can be tested independently to restore the inoperable DG to
operable status.

For example, unnecessary DG starts have been required, in one instance, due
to a breaker trip on the DG room exhaust fan with the DG in standby. The DG
was declared inoperable and the other DGs were started and loaded to offsite
power as required by the Technical Specification Action statement. The
breaker problem was investigated and corrected and the inoperable DG was
restored to operable status after testing the room exhaust fan. In this
case, the inoperable DG was not started and loaded to restore it to operable
status since the exh. lust fan prchlem was corrected and the fan was
demonstrated operable. However, the operable DGs were required to be started
and loaded to demonstrate their operability per these Action statements.

Other industry events that have caused a DG to be declared inoperable which
did not require the inoperable DG to be started and loaded to restore it to
operable status include:

inadvertent pushing of the DG " Emergency Stop" pushbutton-

service water valve to DG failed its inservice inspection surveillance-

seismic restraint found inoperable-

- blown fuse to AC lube oil pump with DG in standby |

Division III DG declared inoperable per other Technical Specification-

Actions (e.g., high pressure core spray system pump inoperable)
,

,

As stated above, following correction of the initiating event, the inoperable
DG was restored to operable status without starting and loading it. However,
the current Technical Specification Action statement required the operable
DGs to be started and loaded to demonstrate their operability. These are
clearly cases of unnecessary testing of the operable DGs.

!,

Tha proposed change to allow verification that the cause of the DG being
inoperable does not impact the operability of the operable DGs will serve to
determine the potential 4r common mode failures without causing unnecessary
testing of the operable DGs. The normal Technical Specification surveillance
testing schedule established in accordance with Generic Letter 84-15 assures
that the operable DGs are capable of performing their intended safety
functions. A failure of a different DG does not reduce the reliability of
the operable AC sources as previously demonstrated by their normal Techn; cal
Specification surveillance testing.

Industry and NRC studies (such as presented in NUREG/CR-4810) have shown that
excessive testing of DGs can cause reduced reliability. The proposed change
will reduce unnecessary testing and therefore, increase overall plant safety
by increasing DG reliability. Additionally, as addressed in Information
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Notice 84-69, when a DG is operated connected to offsite sources and nonvital
loads, disturbances in these areas can adversely affect DG reliability.
Therefore, DG availability is potentially lessened by a demonstration of
operability requiring connection of the DGs to (ffsite and nonvital loads.
At a time when at least one other DG is already inoperable, these Action
statements add further risk to a potential station blackout. Therefore, it
is proposed that the requirement to load the DG to offsite power be deleted.

With regard to proposed changes to these Action statements, the NRC staff
previously recommended by letter to GSU dated January 14, 1988 that the
requirement to load the DG to offsite sources be deleted. GSU has considered
this recommendation while preparing this proposed change. We believe it is
undesirable to start and not load the DG as this can cause the formation of
carbon deposits in the cylinders. However, running the DG loaded for a
period of less than 60 minutes would be adequate to preclude the buildup of
these carbon deposits. In order to meet the full intent of the DG
manufacturers recommendations, GSU will maintain a requirement to load the DG
for a period of time adequate to preclude buildup of carbon deposits.

While testing of an operable DG(s) reduces its probability of failure due to
an undetected condition, it adds an additional demand. This increases the
DG's probability of failure due to demand. Therefore, deletion of the Action
requirement to start and load all operable DGs does not significantly
increase the probability that the operable DGs will be unable to perform
their intended safety functions. The proposed change will allow verification
that the cause of the DG beint, inoperable does not impact the operability of
the operable DG without subjecting the operable DGs to increased testing when
an independent test can be performed.

Since initial fuel load in August 1985, RBS has incurred at least 20
unnecessary starts on the Division III DG as a result of inoperabilities of
the Division I and II DGs. The Division I and II DGs at RBS have also been
unnecessarily required to be started and loaded to demonstrate their
operability because of Division III inoperabilities. Examples of this latter
case are:

Division III battery declared inoperable-

- Division III DG declared inoperable per other Technical Specification
Actions (e.g., high pressure core spray pump inoperable).

O a result of the problems described above, the DGs at RBS have
unnecessarily been required to be started and loaded to demonstrate their
operability per these Action statements at least 37 times since initial fuel
load in August 1985. None of the additional tests required by these Action
statements has resulted in a valid failure of the operable DGs.

2. Deletion of " preventive" - Actions b, c and d.

The current Standard and RBS Technical Specifications require all operable
DGs to be started and loaded to offsite power to demonstrate their
operability in the event any DG becomes inoperable due to any cause other
than preplanned preventive maintenance testing. The intent of this exclusion
is to require additional testing only in those cases where a potential for a
common mode failure exists or the reliability of the onsite AC sources is
reduced.
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These requirements cause unnecessary testing of the operable DGs in the event
of the performance of preplanned " corrective" maintenance. Since, by its
nature, preplanned corrective maintenance could be delayed without the DG

E being declared inoperable, the condition requiring corrective maintenance has
not prevented the DG from being capable of performing its intended safety
function. Therefore, a failure, common mode or otherwise, has not occurred
and the DG is still capable of performing its intended safety function. The
current requirements could cause minor corrective maintenance to be delayed
in order to prevent having to demonstrate the operability of the operable
DGs. This is contrary to maintaining DG reliability, plant safety and good
housekeeping practices.

RBS currently interprets this exclusion. to testing _to also apply to
preplanned corrective maintenance provided the maintenance, if not performed,
would not in itself render the DG inoperable. However, if during the
performance of preplanned maintenance it is discovered that the DG is in fact
inoperable and requires corrective maintenance to restore it to operable
status, the operability of the operable DGs would then be required to be
demonstrated. This proposed change will more clearly support the current-
interpretation, maintain DG reliability and plant safety and support good
housekeeping practices while supr ting the intent of the current Action
requirements.

3. Deletion of DG testing following inoperability of an offsite AC source (s)
- Actions a and f.

'

The current Standard and RBS Technical Specifications require operable DGs to
be started and loaded to offsite power to demonstrate their operability in
the event an offsite AC source (s) becomes inoperable. The intent of this
additional testing is to provide added assurance that the operable DGs are
capable of supplying emergency power when the offsite AC sources are
abnormally degraded.

The most probable cause of an offsite AC source becoming inoperable is severe
weather or an off-normal grid condition. Severe weather or other off-normal
grid conditions can also cause the loss of a DG and leave its safety bus
without AC power if the DG is tied to the offsite source when it becomes
inoperable. NRC Information Notice 84-69 warns against operating DGs tied to
offsite power when the unit's AC sources are abnormally degraded or
threatened. As addressed in Information Notice 84-69, when a DG is operated
connected to offsite sources and nonvital loads, disturbances in these areas
can adversely affect DG reliability. Furthm , since the offsite AC sources
have been degraded, a demand for emergency DG start is more likely while
connected to the grid and nonvital loads for this required surveillance.
Therefore, DG availability is potentially lessened by a demonstration
requiring connecting the DGs to offsite sources when the offsite sources are
abnormally degraded.

The normal Technical Specification surveillance testing schedule established
in accordance with Generic Letter 84-15 provides adequate assurance that the i

operable DGs will be capable of performing their intended safety functions.
The inoperability of an offsite AC source in no way affects the reliability
of the operable DGs as previously demonstrated by their normal Technical
Specification surveillance testing. In many plant designs (such as RBS), the
inoperability of an AC source will automatically start the associated DG. In
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these cases, the CG will already be supplying the safety bus. To require the
remaining operable DGs to be started and loaded to offsite power increases
the risk of losing all AC power to their safety busses. Further, Generic
Letter 84-15 encouraged licensees to delete testing of DGs as a result of
other systems or components becoming inoperable.

While it is recognized that the occurrence of an inoperable offsite AC source
is infrequent, these Action requirements are one additional source of
unnecessary testing of the DGs. While the reduction in stress on the DGs due
to the proposed change is small, the reduction in risk of a total loss of AC
power to the safety busses is significant.

With regard to proposed changes to these Action statements, the NRC staff
previously recommended by letter to GSU dated January 14, 1988 that the
requirement to start the DGs be retained and that only the requirement to
load the DG to offsite sources be deleted. GSU has considered this
recommendation while preparing this proposed change. However, we believe
that this testing is an additional source of unnecessary testing. Therefore,
GSU does not believe that the recommended change is in the best interest of
maintaining DG reliability at RBS.

While testing of an operable DG(s) reduces its probability of failure due to
an undetected condition, it adds an additional demand. This increases the
DG's probability of failure due to demand when the likelihood of needing the
DG(s) has increased due to the offsite sources being abnormally degraded. i

Therefore, deletion of the Action requirement to start and load operable DGs
when an offsite source becomes inoperable does not significantly increase the
probability that the operable DGs will be unable to perform their intended
safety functions.

4. Verification of operability of required equipment - Action e.

The current Standard and RBS Technical Specifications require that, within 2
hours of the Division I or II DG becoming inoperable, all required systems,
subsystems, trains, components and devices that depend on the remaining
operable Division I or II DG as a source of emergency power be verified as
operable. If this condition cannot be met, the plant is required to be
placed in H0T SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTD0WN within
the following 24 hours. The Bases for this Action requirement state that
this requirement is intended to provide assurance that a loss of offsite
power, during the period that the Division I or II DG is inoperable, will not
result in a complete loss of safety function of critical systems.

There are many systems, subsystems, trains, components and devices which
depend on a DG as a source of emergency power that do not represent a
significant safety function of critical systems. This is judged by their
associated Action requirements when all redundant components are inoperable.
In many instances there are remedial actions which would allow continued
plant operation (i.e., fuel building radiation monitors if both are-

inoperable, operation may continue with the fuel building ventilation system
running in the emergency mode and periodic grab samples of the effluent being
taken and containment isolation valves may be inoperable indefinitely if the
penetration is isolated).
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L The current requirements of Action e can result in unnecessary plant shutdown-
when the current Technical Specification Action statements.for the affected
equipment allow' continued operation for a time period longer than 2 hours
when both redundant pieces of equipment are in fact not capable of performing
their intended functions. The current Action requirements for the affected
equipment should determine if an immediate-plant shutdown should be initiated
since they have been established to support safe operation based upon the
affect of the loss of the equipment's safety function (s).

Additionally,. there are systems / components that are supplied emergency power
-by the DGs that do not have Technical Specification operability requirements
and are not necessary for safe shutdown of the plant. . Further, some
instruments are not redundant and are served by only one DG, An example of
the latter at RBS is the wide range gas radiation monitors required by
Regulatory Guide 1.97. Regulatory Guide 1.97 does not require redundancy or
standby power. However, at RBS they are provided with emergency power from
the Division I DG. Inoperability of one of these radiation monitors would
currently cause a plant shutdown in the event the Division II DG becomes
inoperable. Another example of an instrument of this type at RBS is the
safety / relief valve acoustic monitors required by Regulatory Guide 1.97 which
are provided emergency power from'the Division II DG.

Examples of systems / components ser'.ed by the DGs which do not have Technical
Specification operability requirements at RBS are:

turbine building normal 480V motor control centers-

-- auxiliary building normal 480V motor control centers
- normal battery chargers

drywell unit coolers-

normal and alternate power to the reactor protection system busses-

reactor building polar crane-

standby cooling tower service crane-

The proposed change to add the word " redundant" will remove the requirement
to verify operability of equipment which are served by only one CG.
Operation of equipment which is not served by both DGs is not taken credit
for in the accident ualyses since a single failure during a design basis
accident would prevent such equipment from performing its safety function (s).
Revised Bases for this Action statement (see Attachment 2) clearly define
which equipment is required to be verified operable per this Action
statement. This Bases change resolves the conflicts noted above with regard
to systems / components that are supplied emergency power by the DGs that do
not have Technical Specification operability requirements and are not
necessary for safe shutdown of the plant.

The proposed revision to Action e will provide the same degree of safety for
those significant critical systems while allowing the operational flexibility
intended for less critical emergency powered systems / components. The
propnsed change will allow plant operation consistent with the affected
equipment's Action statements for a complete loss of its safety function for
up to 72 hours with the Division I or II DG inoperable. If the Action
requirement for both redundant systems / components inoperable is less than 72
hours, the current shutdown requirements of Action e or the Action
requirements for both redundant components not being capable of performing
their safety function (s) must be followed. Therefore, this proposed change ;

|
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will ensure that. the required actions will be consistent with the intended
level of. safety as described in. the. Technical Specification Actions for- the
affected~ equipment and the existing Bases for Action e.

SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION

In accordance~ with the requirements of 10CFR50.92, the following discussions
are provided in support of the determination that no significant hazards are
created or increased by-the changes proposed in this amendment request.

1. Verification of the operability of the operable DGs - Actions b, c, d and
9

The current Standard and RBS Technical Specifications require all
operable DGs to be started and loaded to offsite power to. demonstrate
their operability in the event any DG becomes inoperable due to any cause
other than preplanned preventive maintenance or testing. The intent of
this additional testing is, in part, to determine if a common mode
failure exists and, in part, te provide added assurance that the
remaining operable DGs are capable of supplying emergency power.

These requirements cause unnecessary testing of the operable DGs when a
DG is declared inoperable due to an inoperability of support equipment
that- does not require starting and loading the inoperable DG to restore
it to operable status. Inoperabilities of DGs caused by failures of
equipment that are not part of the defined diesel generator unit are
categorized as invalid failures in accordance with Regu?atory Guide 1.108
since the failure would not have prevented the DG from performing its
intended. safety function. As such, they do not impact the Technical
Specification surveillance frequency of the DG that failed. Likewise,

'

there should be no reason to cause additional testing of operable DGs to
. determine if the same invalid failure mode exists. The proposed change
will allow verification that the-cause of the DG being inoperable does
not impact the operability of the operable DGs without subjecting the
operable DGs to increase testing when an independent test can be
performed.

Industry and NRC studies (such as present in NUREG/CR-4810) have shown
that excessive testing of DGs can cause reduced reliability. The
proposed change will reduce unnecessary testing and therefore, increase
overall plant safety by increasing DG reliability. Additionally, as
addressed in Information Notice 84-69, when a DG is operated connected P
offsite sources and-nonvital loads, disturbances in these areas can
adversely affect DG reliability. Therefore, DG availability is
potentially lessened by a demonstration of operability requiring
connection of the DGs to offsite and nonvital loads. At a time when at
least one other DG is already inoperable, these Action statements add
further risk to a potential statior blackout. Therefore, it is proposed
that the requirement to load the DG to offsite power be deleted.

The proposed change to allow verification that the cause of the DG being
inoperable does not impact the operability of the operable DGs will serve
to determine the potential for common mode failures without causing
unnecessary testing of the operable DGs. The normal Technical |
Specification surveillance testing schedule established in accordance ;
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with' Generic Letter 84-15 assures that the operable DGs are capable of
performing their intended safety functions. A failure of a different DG
does not reduce the reliability of the operable AC sources as previously
demonstrated by their normal Technical Specification surveillance
testing.

While testing 'of an operable DG(s) reduces its probability of failure due
to an undetected condition, it adds an additional demand. This increases
the DG's probability of failure due to demand. Therefore, deletion of
the Action requirement to start and load all operable DGs does not
significantly increase the probability that the operable DGs will be
unable to perform their intended safety functions.

Since this proposed change does not involve a change to the plant design
or operating modes as described in the RBS Updated Safety Analysis Report
(USAR):and does not significantly increase the probability that the
operable DGs will be unable to perform their intended safety functions,
this proposed change does not result in a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of any accident previously evaluated, does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from

| any accident previously evaluated and does not result in a significant
reduction in the margin of safety.

2. Deletion of " preventive" - Actions b, c and'd.

The current Standard and RBS Technical Specifications require all
operable DGs to be started and loaded to offsite power to demonstrate
their operability in the event any DG becomes inoperable due to any cause
other than preplanned preventive maintenance testing. The intent of this
exclusion is to require additional testing only in those cases where a
potential' for a common mode failure exists or the reliability of the
onsite AC sources is reduced.

These requirements cause unnecessary testing of the operable DGs in the
event of the performance of preplanned " corrective" maintenance. Since,
by its nature, preplanned corrective maintenance could be delayed without
the DG being declared inoperable, the. condition requiring corrective
maintenance has not prevented the DG from being capable of performing its
intended. safety function. Therefore, a failure, common mode or
otherwise, has not occurred and the DG is still capable of performing its
intended safety function. The current requirements could cause minor
corrective maintenance to be delayed in order to prevent having to
demonstrate the operability of the operable DGs. This is contrary to
maintaining DG reliability, plant safety and good housekeeping practices.
This proposed change will maintain DG reliability and plant safety and
support good housekeeping practices while supporting the intent of the
current Action requirements.

Since this proposed change does not involve a change to the plant design
or operating modes as described in the RBS USAR and increases the
probability that the operable DGs will be capable of performing their
intended safety functions, this proposed change' does not result in a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of any accident
previously evaluated, does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated and
'does not result in a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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3. Deletion of DG testing following inoperability of an offsite AC source (s)
| - Actions a and f.

The current Standard and RBS Technical Specifications require operable
DGs to be started and loaded to offsite power to demonstrate their
operability in the event an offsite AC source (s) becomes inoperable. The
intent of this additional testing is to provide added assurance that the '

operable DGs are capable of supplying emergency power when the offsite AC
sources are abnormally degraded.

The most probable cause of an offsite AC source becoming inoperable is
severe weather or an off-normal grid condition. Severe weather or other
off-normal grid conditions can also cause the loss of a DG and leave its
safety bus without AC power if the DG is tied to the offsite source when
it becomes inoperable. NRC Information Notice 84-69 warns against
operating DGs tied to offsite power when the unit's AC sources are
abnormally degraded or threatened. As addressed in Information Notice
84-69, when a DG is operated connected to offsite sources and nonvital
loads, disturbances in these areas can adversely affect DG reliability.
Further, since the offsite AC sources have been degraded, a demand for
emergency DG start is more likely while connected to the grid and
nonvital loads for this required surveillance. Therefore, DG
availability is potentially lessened by a demonstration requiring
connecting the DGs to offsite sources when the offsite sources are
abnormally degraded.

The normal Technical Specification surveillance testing schedule
established in accordance with Generic Letter 84-15 provides adequate
assurance that the operable DGs will be capable of performing their
intended safety functions. The inoperability of an offsite AC source in
no way affects the reliability of the operable DGs as previously
demonstrated by their normal Technical Specification surveillance
testing. To require the remaining operable DGs to be started and loaded
to offsite power increases the risk of losing all AC power to their
safety busses. Further, Generic Letter 84-15 encouraged licensees to
delete testing of DGs as a result of other systems or components become
inoperable.

While testing of an operable DG(s) reduces its probability of failure due
to an undetected condition, it adds an additional demand. This increases
the DGs probability of failure due to demand when the likelihood of
needing the DG(s) has increased due to the offsite sources being
abnormally degraded. Therefore, deletion of the Action requirement to
start and load operable DGs when an offsite source becomes inoperable
does not significantly increase the probability that the operable DGs
will be unable to perform their intended safety functions.

Since this proposed change does not involve a change to the plant design ]
or operating modes as described in the RBS USAR, does not increase the ]
probability that the operable DGs will be unable to perfo"m their

'

intended safety functions and reduces the risk of losing a DG ano leaving
its safety bus without AC power when the offsite sources are tbnormally

3degraded, this proposed change does not result in a significant increase I

in the probability or consequences of any accident previously avaluated, I

~{oesnotcreatethepossibilityofanewordifferent kind of accident
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from any accident previously . evaluated and does not result in a j

significant reduction in the margin of safety. 1

4. Verification of operability of required equipment - Action e.
' Tne current Standard and RBS Technical Specifications require that,

,

within 2 hours of the Division I or II DG becoming inoperable,.all j
required systems, subsystems, trains, components and devices' that depend i
on the remaining operable Division I or II DG as a source of emergency i

power be verified as operable. If this condition cannot be met, the I
plant is required to be placed in HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours -l
and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours. The Bases for this i

Action requirement state that this requirement is intended to provide
assurance that a loss of offsite power, during the period that the:

Division I or II DG is inoperable, will not result in a complete loss of
3safety function of critical systems. 1

The current requirements of Action e can result in unnecessary plant
shutdown when the current Technical Specification Action statements for
the affected eouipment allow continued operation for a time period longer
than 2 hours when both redundant pieces of equipment are in fact not
capable of performing their . intended functions. The current Action
requirements for the affected equipment should govern the allowable out
of service time since they have been established to support safe
operation based upon the affect of the loss of the equipment's safety
functions.

The proposed change to add the word " redundant" will- remove the,

' requirement to verify operability of equipment which are served by only
one DG, Operation of the equipment which are not served by both DGs are
not taken credit for in the accident analyses since a single failure
during a design basis accident would prevent such equipment from
performing its safety functions.

The proposed revision to Action e will provide the same degree of safety
for those significant critical systems while allowing the operational
flexibility intended for less critical emergency powered
systems / components. The proposed change will allow plant operation
consistent with the affected equipment's Action requirements for a
complete loss of its safety function for up to 72 hours with the Division
I or II DG inoperable. If the Action requirement for both redundant
systems / components inoperable is less than 72 hours, the current shutdown
requirements of Action e or the Action requirements for both redundant
components not being capable of performing their safety functions must be
followed. Therefore, this proposed change will ensure that the required

1

actions will be consistent with the intended level of safety as described
in the Technical Specification Actions for the affected equipment and the
existing Bases for Action e.

Since this proposed change does not involve a change to the plant design
as described in the RBS USAR, continues to limit plant operation to those
periods of time allowed by the current Action statements for the affected
equipment and continues to maintain the same level of safety for those
significant critical systems, this proposed change does not result in a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of any accident
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previously evaluated,-does not create the possibility of a new or-
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated and
does not ' result in a significant reduction in the _ margin of safety.

Based upon the above considerations, the proposed changes do not result in a
-significant increase in the probability or consequences of any accident
previously evaluated, do not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated and do not result in

.a significant reduction in the margin of safety. Therefore, GSU proposes
that no significant hazards considerattans are involved with approval of the,

proposed changes, j

REVISED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The requested revisions are provided in the Enclosure.

SCHEDULE FOR ATTAINING COMPLIANCE|

I

River Bend Station is currently in compliance with the applicable Technical
Specifications. To support the industry Restructured Technical Specification
effort, GSU requests that these proposed changes be reviewed- on a schedule
consistent.with the support necessary for the industry Restructured Technical
Specifications which are currently scheduled to be submitted for NRC review
in May 1989.

NOTIFICATION OF STATE PERSONNEL

-A copy of this . amendment application has been provided to the State of
Louisiana, Department of Environmental Quality-Nuclear Energy Division.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT APPRAISAL

Gulf States Utilities Company (GSU) has reviewed the proposed license
amendment against the criteria of 10CFR51.22 for environmental
considerations. As shown above, the proposed changes do not involve a
significant hazards consideration, nor increase the types and amounts of
effluents that may be released offsite, nor significantly increase individual
or cumulative occupational radiation exposures. Based on the foregoing, GSU
concludes that the proposed changes meet the criteria given in
10CFR51.22(c)(9) for a categorical exclusion from the requirement for an
Environmental Impact Statement.
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